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INTRODUCTION

1. PUBLICATION BREAKDOWN

This publication, concerning the 2312G TURBINE TEMPERATURE INDICATING SYSTEM TEST SET, establishes its standards of operation and maintenance.

This publication has been developed to provide instructions for complete testing and troubleshooting of the temperature-indicating system and thermocouples installed on a turbine type engine. Instructions are also provided for testing system resistance and insulation.

This publication contains the description, identification data, and operating procedures for the: 2312G-8, -15, -22, -16A, -25, and -8 (see paragraph 2.B. below) Turbine Temperature Indicating System Test Set, P/N’s 101-00550, -00551, -00552, -00554, -00555 and -00557, Figure 1 (hereafter referred to as the 2312G).

Models -U and -8A, P/N’s 101-00553 and 101-00556 respectively, are special modified units for specific applications requested by a manufacturer for individual requirements and are not discussed in this text. If information is required, contact the manufacturer.

2. INFORMATION PROVIDED WITH THE UNIT

Besides this User Instruction Manual, the unit is provided with the four items described below.

A. The identification label, similar to Figure 1, is located on the back of the tensiometer and provides the following information:

   Manufacturers' Name
   Designation of Equipment
   Equipment Part Number.
   Equipment Serial No.
   National Stock Number (for models -8 and -22 only)

![Figure 1 IDENTIFICATION LABEL]
B. The Owner’s Warranty Registration card (Figure 2) is to be completed by the owner and returned to Barfield, Inc. within **ten (10) days** of purchase to ensure automatic update of printed matter and validation of warranty.

![Figure 2 OWNER WARRANTY REGISTRATION CARD](image)

C. The Limited One Year Warranty (Figure 3) lists the manufacturer’s obligation to the original purchaser.

D. The Certificate of Calibration: Each new unit and re-certified unit, is delivered with a Certificate of Calibration that shows the date of the last calibration and when the next calibration is due. It certifies the accuracy of the unit and lists the part number and serial number to which it applies.

3. **RECERTIFICATION**

   This equipment has a one-year recertification requirement. Qualified technicians in a shop equipped with the necessary tooling and facilities must perform the maintenance required by this unit.
LIMITED ONE YEAR WARRANTY

BARFIELD INC. ("BARFIELD") warrants only to the original Purchaser of this product from BARFIELD or an authorized distributor that this product will be free from defects in material and workmanship under normal use and service for one year after date of purchase. BARFIELD reserves the right, before having any obligation under this limited warranty, to inspect the damaged BARFIELD product, and all costs of shipping the BARFIELD product to BARFIELD for inspection shall be borne solely by the Purchaser. In order to recover under this limited warranty, Purchaser must make claim to BARFIELD within 60 days of occurrence, and must present acceptable proof of original ownership (such as a purchase order, invoice, warranty card registration, or other documentation BARFIELD deems acceptable) for the product. BARFIELD, at its option, shall repair or replace the defective unit covered by this warranty. Please retain the dated sales receipt as evidence of the original purchaser's date of purchase. You will need it for any warranty service. In order to keep this limited warranty in effect, the product must have been handled and used as prescribed in the instructions accompanying this product. This limited warranty does not cover any damage due to accident, misuse, abuse or negligence. This limited warranty is non-transferable and does not apply to any purchaser who bought the product from a reseller or distributor not authorized by BARFIELD, including but not limited to purchases from internet sites. This warranty does not affect any other legal rights you may have by operation of law. Contact BARFIELD at www.Barfieldinc.com or customer service at (305) 894-5506 for warranty service procedures.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

EXCEPT FOR THE LIMITED WARRANTY PROVIDED HEREIN, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, BARFIELD DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ALL WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND/OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. TO THE EXTENT THAT ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES MAY NONETHELESS EXIST BY OPERATION OF LAW, ANY SUCH WARRANTIES ARE LIMITED TO THE DURATION OF THIS WARRANTY. SOME STATES/PROVINCES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED WARRANTY LASTS, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT OF THIS PRODUCT, AS PROVIDED HEREIN, IS YOUR EXCLUSIVE REMEDY. BARFIELD SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, LOST REVENUES, LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF USE OF SOFTWARE, LOSS OR RECOVERY OF DATA, RENTAL OR REPLACEMENT EQUIPMENT, DOWNTIME, DAMAGE TO PROPERTY, AND THIRD-PARTY CLAIMS, ARISING OUT OF ANY THEORY OF RECOVERY, INCLUDING WARRANTY, CONTRACT, STATUTORY OR TORT. NOTWITHSTANDING THE TERM OF ANY LIMITED WARRANTY OR ANY WARRANTY IMPLIED BY LAW, OR IN THE EVENT THAT ANY LIMITED WARRANTY FAILS OF ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE, IN NO EVENT WILL BARFIELD'S ENTIRE LIABILITY EXCEED THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THIS PRODUCT. SOME STATES/PROVINCES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS THAT VARY FROM STATE TO STATE AND PROVINCE TO PROVINCE.

BARFIELD INC.
4101 NW 29th Street
Miami, Florida 33142, USA

Form 7.5.3.13
Dated 09/01/2014, Rev. 1

Figure 3  LIMITED WARRANTY STATEMENT
CHAPTER 1: PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

A. The 2312G provides the means for quickly test, calibrate and troubleshoot a turbine temperature indicating system installed on this type of engines. It has sufficient sensitivity and accuracy to test thermocouple and system resistance, insulation, and indicator calibration. It features portability, simplicity of operation, direct reading, and multifunction versatility.

B. The 2312G is supplied with a vinyl carrying case with test cable compartment and a plug-in test cable (except 2312G-8, P/N 101-00557).

2. THEORY

A. The low resistance ohmmeter circuits are the four-wire type. This circuit virtually eliminates the effects of lead wire resistance so that direct readings as low as 0.02 ohm are easily done.

B. A high resistance ohmmeter measures resistance leakage up to one (1) megaohm. The 45-volt power supply often reveals leakage that is not detected by conventional low voltage ohmmeters, but is well within circuit insulation limitations.

C. A Wheatstone Bridge circuit provides an accurate direct reading of lead resistance. A self-contained resistance standard is provided for calibration immediately before making lead resistance measurement. This eliminates the need for measuring test lead resistance and subtracting its value from subsequent measurements. A unique transistor switching circuit protects the meter from overloads due to attempting measurements much lower or higher than nominal.

D. For indicator calibration tests, an adjustable thermocouple simulator is provided with simulated lead resistance. Ambient temperature correction is set by a panel adjustment and direct comparison made between the 2312G and the indicator under test up to 1000°C.

3. SWITCHING FUNCTIONS (Refer to Figure 4.)

A. The meter bezel knob (3) permits setting of the meter pointer as required.

B. The “CAL. ADJUST” control knob (4) permits exact adjustment to desired test points when used in conjunction with the “TEST” pushbutton (6) or the “CAL” pushbutton (7).
C. The “FUNCTION” switch (5):

(1) In the “RX1” position, permits resistance measurement readings in direct values on the panel meter (2) “RX1 / RX10” scale.

(2) In the “RX10” position, the reading on the “RX1 / RX10” scale must be multiplied by 10.

(3) In the “INS.” position, insulation resistance (2.5k to 1 megaohm) is displayed on panel meter’s “INS.” scale.

(4) In the “LEAD” position, lead resistance value is displayed on the panel meter’s “LEAD RES.” scale.

(5) In the “IND.” position, the 2312G is a millivolt source for simulating temperatures from -20 to +1000°C displayed on the panel meter’s “°C” scale.

D. The BLACK “TEST” pushbutton activates applicable circuitry and permits meter readings of the function selected.

E. The RED “CAL.” pushbutton is used with the “CAL. ADJUST” control knob and allows scale adjustment.
Figure 4  2312G PANEL LAYOUT
CHAPTER 2: PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

1. PHYSICAL DATA

A. Depth  11.4 CM (4.5 in)
B. Width  15.2 CM (6 in)
C. Height  20.3 CM (8 in)
D. Weight  1.7 Kg (3.75 lbs)

NOTE: All physical data specifications include carrying case.

2. SPECIFICATIONS

Specifications for all models of the 2312G are identical except for the “LEAD” function circuit. The Lead measuring circuit and the simulating resistance in the indicator function are the value of the system lead resistance applicable to the particular system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUNCTION POSITION</th>
<th>RANGE</th>
<th>ACCURACY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R X 1</td>
<td>.02 to 10 Ohms</td>
<td>±10% of Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R X 10</td>
<td>0.2 to 100 Ohms</td>
<td>±10% of Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS</td>
<td>2.5k to 1 megaohm</td>
<td>±10% of Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEAD (2312G-8)</td>
<td>7.8 to 8.2 Ohms</td>
<td>±.01 Ohm at 8 Ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.5 to 15.5 Ohms</td>
<td>±.02 Ohm at 15 Ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21.0 to 23.0 Ohms</td>
<td>±.025 Ohm at 22 Ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.56 to 0.75 Ohms</td>
<td>±.005 Ohm at .58 &amp; .74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.5 to 16.5 Ohms</td>
<td>±.025 Ohm at 18 Ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24.0 to 26.0 Ohms</td>
<td>±.025 Ohm at 25 Ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IND</td>
<td>-20 to +1000 °</td>
<td>±5° @ 600-900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>±10° elsewhere</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPECIFICATIONS
Table 1
CHAPTER 3: OPERATION

1. GENERAL OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Consult temperature indicator system and/or engine manufacturers’ instructions for procedures and specifications. Read complete 2312G Operation procedures before attempting to use the 2312G.

A. Overload Protection Circuit:

Because of the meter protection circuit in the “LEAD” function, resistances much lower or higher than nominal will disable the measurement circuit, and the meter pointer will start to move quickly and then return to rest, at or near, bottom of scale. Measurement can be resumed by releasing the “TEST” pushbutton, waiting a couple of seconds for automatic reset, then pressing the “TEST” pushbutton again. If the resistance is out of range, but not sufficient to trip the protective circuit, the pointer will go to one of its stops, but the current will not be sufficient to overload the meter.

B. Preparation For Use:

(1) Battery Installation/Replacement:

(a) Place the 2312G on a clean area. (A clean cloth or paper pad placed to the right of the 2312G to receive the inverted panel is desirable.) Remove the four (4) corner screws. Withdraw the panel and rest it to the right of its case.

(b) Insert the 1.5-volt, size D (NEDA 13A) battery by grasping the ends and pushing straight down. Observe polarity. The RED terminal is positive (+).

(c) Insert the 45-volt No. 415 (NEDA 213) battery. Observe polarity. Align terminals and swing into clips. Use pressure from the bottom until battery is seated in clips and terminals.

**NOTE:** To remove batteries, reverse steps (b) and (c) above.

(2) 45V Battery Installation/Replacement:

**WARNING:** THE 45VDC VOLTAGE CONVERTER, P/N 137-08002, IS DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR AND INTENDED FOR EXCLUSIVE USE WITH A BARFIELD 2312G TEST SET (P/N 101-00550) TO SUPPLY THE 45 VOLTS NEEDED FOR THE INSULATION MEASUREMENT CIRCUITRY USING AN ALKALINE 9 VOLT BATTERY FOR POWER. THE 137-08002 CONVERTER COUPLED WITH A 9 VOLT BATTERY DO NOT TOGETHER CONSTITUTE A UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENT FOR A 45 VOLT NEDA-213 CELL.

(a) Remove the old 45V battery from the 2312G by placing the 2312G on a clean area. (A clean cloth or paper pad placed next to the 2312G to receive the panel is desirable.) Remove the four corner panel screws. Withdraw the panel assembly from the case.
(b) Disconnect the 45V battery leads from the 45V battery.

(c) Connect a new 9 Volt alkaline battery to the 9V Input terminals of the Voltage Converter observing polarity.

**WARNING:** POWERING THE 137-08002 FROM ANY SOURCE OTHER THAN AN ALKALINE 9 VOLT BATTERY MAY CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE CONVERTER.

**NOTE:** The converter output can be checked by connecting a DVM (set for 200 VDC) in parallel with 30KΩ of resistance (to the 45V Output terminals observing polarity. The output voltage with a fresh battery should measure approximately 47 VDC.

(d) Connect the 45V battery leads to the 45V Output terminals of the Converter observing polarity as depicted in Figure 1.

(e) Carefully install the coupled 9V battery and Converter pair into the 2312G 45V battery clips and terminals.

(f) Re-install the 2312G panel assembly into the case and replace the 4 panel screws.

(3) Operation:

(a) To check the 2312G 45V Insulation battery once installed, set the 2312G FUNCTION switch to INS position then depress and hold the CAL pushbutton while varying the CAL ADJUST to set meter pointer over the Insulation 0 ohm mark.

**NOTE:** The 137-08002 converter is essentially asleep until either the 45V level is checked or an Insulation measurement is performed and so does not drain the 9V battery.

(b) Perform Insulation testing with the 2312G in the normal fashion as detailed in the 2312G Instruction Manual P/N 56-101-00550.

(4) Battery Check:

Perform the 2312G battery check before each test procedure that follows.

(a) To check the 45-volt battery used for insulation testing:

1) Rotate the “FUNCTION” selector switch to “INS” position.
2) Press the “CAL.” Pushbutton. Adjust the “CAL. ADJUST” control for full scale “0” on the panel meter’s “INS.” scale.

NOTE: If deflection is not as specified, replace the 45-volt battery as outlined above.

(b) To check the 1.5-volt battery used for all functions other than insulation:

1) Rotate the “FUNCTION” selector switch to the “RX1”, “RX10” or “IND.” position.

2) Press the “CAL.” pushbutton switch. Adjust the “CAL. ADJUST” control for full-scale infinity mark on the panel meter’s “RX1 / RX10” scale.

NOTE: If deflection is not as specified, replace the 1.5-volt battery as outlined above.

NOTE: Approximate battery condition may be checked by rotating the “CAL. ADJUST” fully counterclockwise. Set “FUNCTION” selector to “RX1” for 1.5-volt battery, and to “INS.” for 45-volt battery test. Depress the “CAL.” pushbutton, insure pointer deflection is beyond “BAT. OK” line.

(5) Insert test lead plug fully into receptacle (Refer to 1-1, Figure 1, 1) at the top of the 2312G before attempting to operate the 2312G.

NOTE: For ALL battery checks, the test cable plug must be inserted and test lead clips disconnected.

(6) Adjust meter pointer with meter bezel knob to low end of scale zero (“0”) before resistance or insulation tests. Adjust to ambient for indicator tests. (An accurate thermometer placed next to the indicator under test is recommended.)

NOTE: More positive pointer action is achieved when bezel knob is positioned so that clockwise knob movement moves pointer downsacle. If action is reversed, rotate knob 180 degrees.

(7) To remove inherent friction, gently tap 2312G meter bezel after each adjustment and before reading. Also tap system indicator before reading unless specifically instructed otherwise by manufacturer’s instructions.

C. Hot Engine Testing

A hot engine will cause thermocouples to generate a small potential, which will produce errors in measured resistance values. This effect is inherent in any type of resistance measuring instrument. It is more troublesome in ohmmeters than in Wheatstone Bridge circuits, so it will be more noticeable on the “RX1” and RX10” functions than on the “LEAD” function.
2312G INSTRUCTION MANUAL

This effect can be circumvented by taking two measurements: the first, with test leads connected in one polarity; and then, reversing the lead connections for the second measurement. The true value is equal to the average of the two readings (i.e., add the two readings and divide by two). The two readings must be taken in quick succession so that the thermocouple temperature will be the same for both readings. If the thermocouples are too hot, the readings will be too far from nominal to provide sufficient accuracy. In this case, wait for the engine to cool further.

2. THERMOCOUPLE RESISTANCE TEST PROCEDURE

A. Disconnect at least one lead from system temperature indicator.

B. Insure 2312G meter reads zero (“0”).

C. Rotate the “FUNCTION” selector to “RX1”.

D. Before connecting 2312G leads, press and hold RED “CAL.” pushbutton while turning “CAL. ADJUST” to move meter pointer to infinity (full scale).

E. Carefully connect test lead clips to thermocouple bank to insure a good electrical connection. Press the BLACK “TEST” pushbutton while reading resistance directly on the “RX1 / RX10” scale.

NOTE: If individual thermocouple is to be measured, disconnect at least one terminal lead of thermocouple to be measured.

3. APPROXIMATE SYSTEM LEAD RESISTANCE TEST PROCEDURE

A. Disconnect at least one thermocouple lead from temperature indicator.

B. Insure 2312G meter is zero (“0”).

C. Rotate the “FUNCTION” selector to “RX1”.

D. Before connecting 2312G leads, press and hold RED “CAL.” pushbutton while turning “CAL. ADJUST” to move meter pointer to infinity (full scale).

E. Insure thermocouple bank is connected to thermocouple system leads.

F. Carefully connect test lead clips to system lead wires at indicator end, insuring a good electrical connection. Press the BLACK “TEST” pushbutton while reading resistance directly on the “RX1 / RX10” scale. Multiply value obtained by ten (10).

4. PRECISION SYSTEM LEAD RESISTANCE TEST PROCEDURE

NOTE: Insure dash number of 2312G is applicable to resistance value of system under test (Refer to Chapter 3, section 2.).

A. If approximate measurement is made as describe in section 3, “Approximate System Lead Resistance Test Procedure”, and measurement is not within the range of “LEAD RES.”
scale, check system for short circuits, bad connections, broken wiring, etc., then do as follows:

(1) Disconnect at least one thermocouple lead from temperature indicator.

(2) Insure 2312G meter reads zero ("0").

(3) Rotate the “FUNCTION” selector to “LEAD”.

(4) **Before connecting 2312G leads**, press and hold RED “CAL.” pushbutton while turning “CAL. ADJUST” for precise center scale on bottom “LEAD RES.” Scale (gently tap meter to remove inherent friction).

(5) Insure thermocouple bank is connected to thermocouple system leads.

(6) Carefully connect test lead clips to system lead wires at indicator end, insuring a good electrical connection. Press the BLACK “TEST” pushbutton while reading resistance on the panel meter’s “LEAD RES.” scale.

B. If any of the next situations occur, do the following: release the BLACK “TEST” pushbutton; recheck lead connections; then, press the BLACK “TEST” pushbutton again.

(1) Meter pointer moves down-scale abruptly striking pointer stop, then comes to rest near lower end scale, with resistance much less than desired value.

(2) Meter pointer comes to rest at, or near, lower end of scale, with resistance less than desired value.

(3) Meter pointer starts to move up-scale, then comes back down to rest near the lower end of scale, with resistance much higher than desired value.

(4) Meter pointer moves up-scale to or near upper pointer stop, with resistance higher than desired value.

**NOTE:** Resistance must be within manufacturers’ specifications. If results are slightly outside limits, repeat entire procedure to insure test failure is not due to human error.

5. **INSULATION TESTING PROCEDURE**

A. Insure 2312G meter is zero ("0").

B. Rotate the “FUNCTION” selector to “INS.”

C. **Before connecting 2312G leads**, press and hold RED “CAL.” pushbutton while turning “CAL. ADJUST” for full scale zero ("0").

D. Disconnect both leads at system temperature indicator. Then connect one lead clip to ground and one to the thermocouple system lead wires. (Refer to Engine manufacturers’ Maintenance Manual for specific hookup.)
E. Press the BLACK “TEST” pushbutton while reading resistance on the “INS.” scale.

   **NOTE:** Resistance to ground must not be less than manufacturers’ specifications.

F. Disconnect thermocouple leads at engine thermocouple bank, and reconnect one clip to each of the thermocouple leads. Insure lead terminals are not touching each other at either end of the cable.

G. Press the BLACK “TEST” pushbutton while reading resistance on the “INS.” scale.

   **NOTE:** Interlead resistance must not be less than manufacturers’ specifications.

6. **INDICATOR TEST PROCEDURE**

   A. Insure indicator-to-be-tested has remained in the temperature environment sufficiently to stabilize to the ambient temperature at which testing is to be done.

   B. Disconnect at least one thermocouple lead from temperature indicator.

   C. Set meter pointer to ambient temperature with meter bezel knob.

   D. Rotate the “FUNCTION” selector to “IND.”

   E. Connect test lead clips to indicator terminals. Observe polarity: alumel is negative (-) and connects to the 2312G BLACK clip. Chromel is positive (+) and connects to the 2312G RED clip.

   F. Press and hold the BLACK “TEST” pushbutton while positioning the “CAL. ADJUST” control for desired test points as read on the 2312G meter’s “°C” scale.

   G. Compare readings of indicator-under-test with 2312G indications.

      **NOTE:** Indicator must agree with 2312G reading to within manufacturers’ specifications.

7. **“POTENTIOMETRIC” OR “SERVOED” TYPE INDICATOR TEST PROCEDURE**

   A. General

      (1) The “Potentiometric” or “Servoed” indicator, as they are generally referred to, may be recognized by its multiple pin electrical connector and the requirement of aircraft electrical power to operate.

      (2) The 2312G may be used to test this type of system subject only to the applicable 2312G indicator test accuracy limitations. (Refer to Engine Maintenance Manual and to Chapter 2 of this Manual.) On those aircraft that specify greater test set accuracy for certifying the system, the 2312G may be used only for troubleshooting and general system performance tests.
(3) Thermocouple lead resistance is not critical with this type of indicator, and usually need not be measured.

B. Thermocouple Resistance Measurement

(1) Disconnect aircraft power to indicator. (Refer to Aircraft Maintenance Manual).

(2) Set meter pointer to zero ("0") using meter bezel knob.

(3) Disconnect electrical connector at rear of indicator. Follow section 2, Thermocouple Resistance Test Procedure, paragraphs C. through E.

C. System Lead Resistance Measurement

(1) Disconnect aircraft power to indicator (Refer to Aircraft Maintenance Manual).

(2) Disconnect electrical connector at rear of indicator.

(3) Connect 2312G leads to probe pins sized to fit chromel and alumel pin sockets of aircraft plug removed from indicator.

(4) Follow section 3, Approximate System Lead Resistance Test, paragraphs B through F.

   NOTE: Lead resistance is not critical, generally in the order of 5 to 100 ohms. No precision measurement need be made.

D. Insulation Testing

(1) Disconnect aircraft power to indicator. (Refer to Aircraft Maintenance Manual).

(2) Disconnect electrical connector at rear of indicator.

(3) Follow section 5, Insulation Testing, paragraphs A. through C. and E. Use probe pins at aircraft plug or make connection at engine thermocouple terminal block.

E. Indicator Test

(1) Disconnect aircraft power to indicator. (Refer to Aircraft Maintenance Manual).

(2) Disconnect leads from indicator at engine thermocouple terminal block.

(3) Set meter pointer to ambient with meter bezel knob.

(4) Rotate the "FUNCTION" selector to "IND."

(5) Connect test lead clips to indicator leads. Observe polarity: alumel is negative (-) and connects to the 2312G BLACK clip. Chromel is positive (+) and connects to the 2312G RED clip.

(6) Turn aircraft temperature indicating system power to "ON".
(7) Press and hold the “TEST” switch while positioning the “CAL. ADJUST” control for desired test points as read on the 2312G meter’s “°C” scale.

(8) Compare readings of indicator under test with 2312G indications.

**NOTE:** Indicator must agree with 2312G reading to within manufacturers’ specifications.
CHAPTER 4: RECEIVING, SHIPPING, AND STORAGE

1. RECEIVING

No special unpacking procedures are necessary. It is recommended that the factory-shipping container and packing materials be retained should it become necessary to reship the 2312G.

It is also recommended that the 2312G and its carrying case be carefully inspected for damage. If damaged, immediately notify the carrier and the manufacturer.

2. SHIPPING

Use standard delicate electronic equipment packaging procedures when packing the 2312G for reshipment.

3. STORAGE

A. Remove the batteries and store separately.

B. Place a four- (4-) ounce bag of desiccant inside the case.

C. Replace the cover.

D. Store in a cool dry place.